Introduction
IN a previous paper (4) I defined ten product topologies onlxT. In this paper five of these products are applied to problems on function spaces. All spaces will be Hausdorff spaces.
The exponential law for function spaces with the compact-open topology is discussed in § 1. The main result (Theorem 1.6) is that the spaces X ZxY and (X Y ) Z are homeomorphic for all X, Y, Z (in this paper ZxY will denote the product Zx s Y defined in (4) , and ZxY will denote the usual, cartesian, product). Hence the exponential law holds for ZxY if Zx7 = ZxF, and this contains and explains many known results. We deduce also some new results. For example we prove that the answer is 'no' to Dr. S. Wylie's question: are the spaces (X T ) Z and (X z ) r naturally homeomorphic? In § 2 we discuss the law (XxY) z = X z xY z .
This fails in general for products other than the cartesian. . § 3 is the most important section. It advertises the category of Hausdorff spaces and functions continuous on compact subspaces (here called k-continuous functions).
In § 4 the exponential law of § 3 is generalized to the category of .if-ads.
I am indebted to a referee, whose comments stimulated a complete revision and extension of the original draft, and to Dr. M. G. Barratt for the inspiration of his conversation and example. I am also indebted to Dr. W. F. Newns and Professor A. Dold for helpful conversations.
The exponential law
In this section X 7 will mean the space of continuous functions 
Proof. The first part follows from § 3 of (4). The second part follows from the first and the fact that all the products have the same compact subsets [(4) Proposition 3.3]. Proof. The first part [which is due to Jackson (7)] follows immediately from Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.7.
Obviously y. c is onto if ZxY = ZxY. Suppose conversely that ZxY ^ ZxY, i.e. that the identity ZxY ->-ZxY is not continuous.
z cannot he in the image of /x c , and so fj. c cannot be onto. COBOLLABY 
fi c is onto if (i) Y is locally compact, or (ii) Z and Y satisfy the first axiom of countabUity, or (iii) Z and Y are CW-complexes such that ZxY is a CW -complex, or (iv) Z is locally compact and Y is a k-space.
Proof. By results of (4), ZxY = ZxY in each of these cases. Cases (i) and (ii) are due to Fox (5) , and (iii) is due to Barcus-Barratt (3); case (iv) is due to Morita (10) , as is the following result, which we deduce immediately from Theorem 1.6 and [ (4) For our next results we need the following theorem, whose proof is given in § § 5, 6 of (4) 
FUNCTION SPACES AND PRODUCT TOPOLOGIES 243 Let zeg-^W).
Then {z}xB £ V. 
Diagonal maps
For most of this section X T will denote simply the set of continuous functions Y -+ X.
The 
It is easily seen that TJ. is an inverse to p z ; hence p-% is onto. Conversely, if p z is onto, then it has an inverse T E . Let X = Y = Z and let 1: Z ->• Z be the identity map. Then and so d\ is continuous. 
Proof. We prove that (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (i). By § 2 of (4) The considerations of this section were suggested by remarks of the referee.
^-continuous functions
The results of § § 1, 2 show that the category of Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps does not have all the formal properties one would like. Specifically, there is no product topology and function-space topology such that F (4), is that the cartesian produot of identification maps is not, in general, an identification map.) In this section we show that these difficulties disappear in the category JT of Hausdorff spaces and functions continuous on compact subspaces. These functions have been called 'weakly continuous'; we suggest instead the term 'fc-continuous'. It is possible to argue on intuitive grounds that these ^-continuous functions are to be preferred to the continuous functions; in any case, there is no doubt about their advantages in praotice.
A function /: X -*• Y is fc-continuous if and only if /: kX -*• kY is continuous (where kX is X with the weak topology with respect to compact subspaces). So instead of generalizing from continuous functions to ^-continuous functions we could instead replace each space X by kX. This would entail replacing the usual subspace, product, and function-space topologies by the corresponding weak topologies. But it is more convenient to use the category Jf*, and nothing is lost by this since the functor k sending X to kX defines an equivalence between JTand the category JT' of fc-spaces and continuous functions.!
•f It may be convenient to replace some spaces X by kX •• for example, to use the weak product for the product of CW-complexes. The ten products defined in (4) are all equivalent in the category X', and so it does not matter which one we use. We therefore make the obvious choice, and use the cartesian product. This product is a functor in Jf since if /, g are ^-continuous, then k(fxg) = (kf)x w (kg) [(4) Proposition 2.8] is continuous, and so fxg is ^-continuous. 
